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DESKTOP VIEW



Unfortunately, due to time constraints we did not get an opportunity to cover your website design in as 

much detail. We wanted to take an opportunity to present you with a mock up example for your review. 

With Gabbart’s new designs that are about to launch you will have more flexibility than ever to enhance your 

brand for Hopkins Public Schools. 

All Gabbart designs are mobile responsive and can be edited from any device anywhere. With Gabbart you 

have flexibility to arrange your layout in a way that makes sense to you and your district patrons, schedule 

items to go on and off your site automatically and you can redesign your website every year at no 

additional cost! 

One of the challenges companies like us face is the balance between a great design and an ADA Compliant 

design. I have good news, with Gabbart you get both. We have well over 2500 campuses using our websites 

and still to this day not a single OCR complaint has been filed against them. We are proud to say we are 

providing the most ADA compliant websites in the nation. 

HEADER
The Hopkins Logo now provides text in name so that screen readers will identify the website as belonging to 

Hopkins Public Schools.   A secondary menu is placed on the top right side and includes a Language 

Selector.  These can be customized during the design process.

MAIN LINKS
As you saw during the demonstration, Main Links are able to be modified, added, or removed by you 

whenever needed.

AUTO PLAY VIDEO
You have undoubtedly seen some of the newer websites which are starting to incorporate video vs 

slideshows. Our new designs are now able to accomplish this and do it in a way that doesn’t hinder the 

user’s experience with long load times.

NEWS FOCUS ARTICLES
These news articles will be the forefront of what stakeholders see when visiting your website.  The items can 

be added from the CMS or from the HC3 App when you’re on the go.  The mock-up identifies 5 articles as 

part of the rotation, but this number can be set from 1 to 15.  The basic information is displayed on the home 

page, but “Read Full Story” can be selected to gain more information.

MOCK UP

DESIGN OVERVIEW



PARALLAX PICTURE
Parallax pictures allow you to have a photo in the background that has a slight sliding effect. This will give 

your website that new modern look and feel improving your users experience.

CALENDAR
We offer several display types for the calendar module.  The design shown here includes an event list on the 

left that will display the next 3 events.  It can also be scrolled through to see the next X events.  You control 

how many are displayed, which can range from 4 – 48.  The Full Month calendar view is on the right side.  

When a mouse goes over an individual day, the events for that day will pop-up to be viewed.  Events can be 

added directly to this calendar or can be fed through one or more Google Calendar feeds.  The icons at the 

bottom provide access to an ADA compliant version of the calendar.

SOCIAL MEDIA
In today’s world of social media, schools are searching for the most efficient way to display their posts. You’ll 

notice we have given you a social wall, so-to-speak. View and follow all of the latest events happening across 

your district. This can all be done at both the district level and campus level. 

FOOTER
We provide many footer options.  The displayed footer was designed to reproduce the footer used on your 

current website.  This footer contains your contact information and provides an additional navigational 

menu, providing direct links to the main areas of your website and to your social media.


